The exact Bethe eigenfunctions for the heptagonal ring within the isotropic XXX model exhibit a doubly degenerated energy level in the three-deviation sector at the centre of the Brillouin zone. We demonstrate an explicit construction of these eigenfunctions by use of algebraic Bethe Ansatz, and point out a relation of degeneracy to parity conservation, applied to the configuration of strings for these eigenfunctions. Namely, the internal structure of the eigenfunctions (the 2-string and the 1-string, with opposite quasimomenta) admits generation of two mutually orthogonal eigenfunctions due to the fact that the strings which differ by their length are distinguishable objects.
Introduction
The famous Bethe Ansatz (BA) solution [1] of the eigenproblem of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian of a finite magnetic ring of N nodes with the spin 1/2 and isotropic nearest-neighbour interaction (the XXX model) is formulated in terms of the hypothesis of strings [1] - [3] . This hypothesis was taken to hold in the limit N → ∞, but has been a posteriori found to be essentially correct, with some deformations, in the most of cases for finite N [3] - [10] . Within this picture, an exact BA eigenstate of the highest weight is specified by the so called rigged string configuration νL [11] - [12] . In more detail, a highest weight state is such that the number r of reversed spins (or Bethe pseudoparticles) is equal to N/2 − S, where S is the quantum number of the total spin of the magnet. Then, ν is a partition of r, referred to as the string configuration: each row of ν is a string, whose length is given by the number of boxes in this row. Finally, each string is equipped with its own quasimomentum, referred to as the rigging, and L denotes the collection of all riggings for a given BA eigenstate. Therefore, each exact BA eigenstate has the interpretation of a collection of strings of various lengths, represented by the partition ν ⊢ r, and each string has its own exact quantum number, i.e. rigging by a quasimomentum.
Such a string interpretation of BA eigenstates was recently supported by an explicit calculation of exact values of related spectral parameters specyfying the eigenstate for the case of magnetic pentagon [13] . It was also shown that Galois groups of the associated number field extensions of the prime field Q of rationals (responsible for the eigenproblem of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian in the initial basis of all magnetic configurations) by the exact values of spectral parameters acquire a natural interpretation of permutations on the set of r boxes of string configurations ν (r = 2 for the case of pentagon, N = 5). In particular, some Galois symmetries are responsible for transmutation of bound (ν = {2}) and scattered (ν = {1 2 }) two-magnon states. In the present paper we aim to extend further such an interpretation of BA eigenstates as literal realizations of rigged string configurations, to a specific case of two-dimensional subspace of the state space of heptagon (N = 7), with degenerated energy (E = −5), quasimomentum (k = 0, the centre of the Brillouin zone), and the total spin (S = 1/2, and thus the three-magnon sector r = 3). This space realizes a particular case of an "arithmetic qubit" in the terminology of Ref. [14] . We first perform the exact diagonalization of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian for the three-magnon sector using the standard basis of wavelets [15] , next determine the corresponding spectral parameters within so called "inverse BA" [14] - [15] , then apply algebraic BA [16] - [17] for an explicit construction of desired eigenstates as symmetric functions of spectral parameters, and last, discuss the properties of obtained exact forms of density matrices, in particular their behaviour under the parity operation.
2. The eigenproblem of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian in the threemagnon sector at the centre of the Brillouin zone a) The Brillouin zone of the heptagon.
Let Γ k , specified by
where ω = exp(2πi/7) is the first primitive 7-th root of unity, be an irreducible representation of the cyclic group C 7 -the translational symmetry group of the heptagon, and let
be the set of labels of all such representations. Clearly, B is the dual group to C 7 , or, in physical terms, the Brillouin zone for the heptagon, with elements k ∈ B recognized as quasimomenta -exact quantum numbers which reflect the translational symmetry of the model. b) Some invariant subspaces.
Let r ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} be the number of spin deviations, i.e. Bethe pseudoparticles (we consider only the states "below equator"), r ′ ∈ {0, . . . , r} be the number of those Bethe pseudoparticles which are coupled into strings (so that r = r ′ corresponds to highest weight states), and
be a scheme which displays some relevant subspaces of the state space H for the heptagon, with specified quantum numbers r, r ′ and k, or, equivalently, the total magnetization M = 7/2 − r, the total spin S = 7/2 − r ′ , and the total quasimomentum k ∈ B. An arrow in (3) indicates the relation subspace → space. In the present paper, we are interested in the scheme
with the dimensions given by
Our space of interest is H 33 0 , a two-dimensional subspace with degenerated values of energy (E = −5), total spin (S = 1/2), and quasimomentum (k = 0). In the terminology of Ref. [14] , H 33 0 is an example of an "arithmetic qubit", which can be implemented on the state space H of the heptagon.
c) The basis of wavelets. The initial (calculational) basis for the arithmetic qubit H 33 0 can be specified in terms of embedding H 33 0 → H 3 0 in the three-magnon sector corresponding to the centre k = 0 of the Brillouin zone. We choose the basis of wavelets in H 3 0 , in accordance with Ref. [15] . Essentially, this is the basis obtained from the set of all magnetic configurations with 3 spin deviations, that is the classical configuration space for the system of r = 3 Bethe pseudoparticles on the heptagon7, reduced by the natural action of the translation group C 7 . This action generates 5 = 35/7 regular C 7 -orbits, specified by relative positions t = (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ) of the system of Bethe pseudoparticles on the ring7. Clearly, a triad t is subject to the following constraints:
1. t α = (j (α+1) mod 3 − j α ) mod 7 denotes the distance between consecutive ((α + 1) mod 3 and α) Bethe pseudoparticles on7, such that
2. Those triads which differ by a cyclic permutation, i.e. (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ), (t 2 , t 3 , t 1 ), and (t 3 , t 1 , t 2 ), give rise to the same C 7 orbit, and are thus equivalent; we choose the triad which is lexically the first.
The basis of wavelets for the space H 3 0 is presented in Fig. 1 . Within the conventions of this figure, the projector P 
is readily obtained as
This simple result suggest us to decompose the set V of all 5 wavelets of Fig. 1 into subsets
so that each element of a subset enters the projector P 33 0 on equal footing: the same diagonal elements, i.e. probabilities (2/15 and 12/15 for V 1 and V 2 , resp.), the same inner hybridizations (2/15 and −3/15 for V 1 and V 2 , resp.), and a single outer hybridization −3/15. Moreover, these subsets exhibit distinct behaviour under the parity operator on the heptagon7, i.e. the reflection in the node j = 7 ≡ 0 mod 7, given by the permutation π = Å 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 7
The related parity operator in the space H 3 0 (denoted for simplicity also by π) is represented in the basis V of wavelets as
so that each element of V 1 is a π-invariant, whereas V 2 is a regular orbit of the two-element reflection group.
d) The eigenproblem of the Hamiltonian.
The Heisenberg Hamiltonian in the basis of magnetic configurations is a local operator. In fact, one hasĤ
where |j = |j 1 , . . . , j r is a state with specified positions j α ∈7, α ∈r, of Bethe pseudoparticles, and the sum in rhs of Eq. (12) runs over such j ′ which are the nearest neighbours of j, i.e. they differ from j at only one argument, say j α , and j ′ α = (j α ± 1) mod 7. It means that each non-diagonal matrix element j ′ |Ĥ|j = 1, referred to an interaction channel, is accompanied by the diagonal contribution j|Ĥ|j = −1. In the case of the space H 3 0 , it results in the Hamiltonian matrix
This matrix can be readily interpreted using Fig. 1 , with all interaction channels indicated by dashed lines, joining appropriate wavelets t and t ′ . It is worth to observe that (i) each element between t and t ′ yields the contribution +1 to the matrix element t ′ |Ĥ|t , and thus nondiagonal elements in (13) take on the values 0, 1, or 2; (ii) the number of channels outgoing a wavelet t is equal to the doubled number of islands of adjacent Bethe pseudoparticles on the heptagon7; it is equal to 2, 4, 6, 4, 4 for t labeled in Fig. 1 by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively (it follows from the fact that internal Bethe pseudoparticles in an island are kinematically frozen in the mechanism ruled by Eq. (12)); the diagonal elements t|Ĥ|t are equal to minus the doubled number of outgoing lines for t labeled by 1, 2, 4, and 5, since these wavelets do not have any internal channels, whereas the wavelet t = (2, 2, 3) has a single internal channel (i.e. t = t ′ , but j = j ′ , a term corresponding to hybridization between different magnetic configurations j = j ′ within the same C 7 -orbit t), which yields 3|H|3 = −2 · 3 + 2 · 1 = −4.
The characteristic polynomial of the Hamiltonian (13) reads
which yields the spectrum spec H = 0, −2, −6, −5 (2) . The doubly degenerated eigensubspace of H 3 0 with E = −5 is readily identified with the qubit H 33 0 . Now our problem consists in finding the basis of BA eigenstates for this qubit.
Spectral parameters of Bethe eigenstates
In most cases, an exact eigenstate of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian has a unique assignment of energy E, total spin S, magnetization M and quasimomentum k, so that examination of Bethe string hypothesis may be performed by scanning appropriate spectral parameters on a single eigenstate. Here we consider an exceptional case in this respect since the degeneracy admits such eigenstates which cannot be presented in the form required by BA. It rises a natural question how to select states of the BA form within this qubit.
As mentioned in the Introduction, a Bethe eigenstate |νL is completely characterized by the string configuration ν ⊢ r ′ , and its rigging L. Analytical form of such an eigenstate is described in terms of r ′ spectral parameters λ α , α ∈r ′ = {1, . . . , r ′ }, or, equivalently, portions of phase a α . The latter is defined by
where p is known as the pseudomomentum. For a = 1, i.e. λ = ±∞, or p = 0, the inverse of Eq. (15) (the Cayley transform) reads
We proceed to derive, along the so called "inverse BA", the portions of phase, denoted by a, b, c, within the degenerated qubit H 33 0 . The conservation of quasimomentum for the centre of the Brillouin zone reads
and the conservation of energy yields
whereas the Bethe equation reads
Eqs. (17)-(19) yield a single polynomial equation of one variable, say, t, in the form
The portions of phase corresponding to BA eigenstates should be therefore some roots of the polynom f , defined by Eq. (20) . We analyze these roots in some detail, and demonstrate that they indeed determine exactly two eigenstates of the form required in BA within the qubit H 33 0 . Coefficients of the polynom f are invariant with respect to interchange t i ⇆ t 6−i , so that the substitution
yields the third order polynomial equation for the variable x, namely
One readily gets the roots x a , x b , x c , of the polynom g, so that
where
with real quantities
and the complex third root of unity
It is worth to observe that x a is the only real root of g, since g(x) is an increasing function because its derivative is positive. Also, g(−2) < 0 and g(−1) > 0, so that the root x a ∈ (−2, −1). The other two roots are mutually conjugated, i.e.
c . Now we note that the formula (21) associates two roots
of the polynom f with each root x of the polynom g, by means of the corresponding new polynom
One thus has the factorization
with the corresponding decomposition of the set R f of all roots of the polynom f into those of polynoms φ
All these portions of phase in R f are given explicitely by Eqs. (24)-(27). We point out some simple algebraic symmetries of the set R f of all relevant portions of phase. First, it follows from Eq. (21) that
so that each set in rhs of Eq. (30) consists of mutual inverses (a 2 = a −1 1 , etc.). Next, the reality of x a and |x a | < 2 implies
or by virtue of Eq. (12), the real pseudomomenta, whereas the fact that x b = x * c yields that {c 1 , c 2 } are complex conjugates of {b 1 , b 2 }. Taken together, the only solutions of the inverse BA for the qubit H 33 0 are either
1 . We have thus obtained exact results for values of six Bethe parameters, represented by portions of phase, which fully determine the two Bethe eigenstates within the qubit H 33 0 . So, we are in a good position to make a comparison with the hypothesis of strings. According to combinatoric prescription [12] , the string configurations rigged by quasimomenta are
where v are labels of the two BA eigenstates. In other words, these two eigenstates belong to the string configuration ν = {21}, that is, a 2-string and a 1-string, and each string is rigged by the quasimomentum L = ±3 ∈ B, such that the total quasimomentum is zero. Clearly, Eqs. (33) and (34) fully confirm the quantum number ν of string configuration: Eq. (32) indicates the one-string, whereas
points out the two-string. We can thus make the following assignment of portions of phase to the boxes of the Young diagram ν ⊢ 3
We have therefore a 1,2 = t The set R f of all roots of the polynom f , and therefore of all relevant portions of phase, is depicted in Fig. 2 . Eq. (29) presents a factorization of f along the constituents of strings, represented by boxes of the string configuration ν in Eq. (37). This factorization displays the vertical fibration of R f in Fig. 2 . There is another important factorization, given by Figure 2 : Presentation of the set R f of all roots of the polynom f . It displays admissible Bethe parameters (portions of phase) for the qubit H 33 0 . The polynom f can be presented as the product of either three polynoms φ xa , φ x b , φ xc (the vertical fibration, representing the constituents of strings), or two polynoms w 1 , w 2 (the horizontal fibration, which separates the two BA eigenstates in the qubit entering each of the two BA states).
(39) It corresponds to the horizontal fibration of R f . Three roots of each polynom, w 1 and w 2 , define a unique BA state in the qubit H 33 0 . We conclude that there are exactly two such BA states within this qubit.
Once the portions of phase are known, the corresponding spectral parameters are readily derived from the Cayley transform (16) . They can be presented in a compact form as
where the index 1 (2) corresponds to the upper (lower) sign and the first (second) BA eigenstate. It is convenient to define polynomials u 1 and u 2 as
with upper indices x a , x b , x c replaced for simplicity by a, b, c, respectively. We use them in the next chapter to reduce considerably degrees of polynomials of spectral parameters in highly nonlinear calculations of algebraic BA. Spectral parameters provide another check of the string hypothesis. For further purpose, we present these parameters in a more transparent form, as (λ 2 , µ 1,2 , ν 1,2 ) . It follows that they can be written in the form
with λ 0 , µ 0 , and m real. Thus, in terms of spectral parameters, one has
(43) It is the form predicted literally by the string hypothesis, with the only exception that
which differs slightly from the asymptotic value m = 1/2 for the thermodynamic limit [16] . In order to evaluate riggings L 1 and L 2 of the 1-string and 2-string of Eq. (35), and thus to complete the inverse BA, we use BA equations in the form (19). We rewrite them as
with
describing the scattering the of pseudoparticle associated with a on that for b. By virtue of construction, these equations are exactly satisfied by portions of phase (33) and (34). In order to determine pseudomomenta nad riggings, one has to evaluate the logarithms of Eq. (45). To this aim we put
with real amplitude b = e −p ′′ and phase β = p ′ , so that the complex pseudomomentum associated with the first box of the 2-string in ν is p ′ + ip ′′ . Then one has (a, b, c) = either (e −2iβ , be
so that the pseudomomentum of the 1-string is ±2β, and the total pseudomomentum of the 2-string is ∓2β. The rigging L 1 of the 1-string is determined from the logarithm of Eq. (45) as
where ±2β is the pseudomomentum of the 1-string, and φ 1,2 is the phase of scattering, given by
The rigging L 2 of the 2-string follows from multiplication of both sides of Eq.
(45), i.e.
The corresponding logarithm yields
Note that β and φ 1,2 , as well as other Bethe parameters, have attached exact values. We do not quote them due to their curiosity, but present the resulting riggings as
so that the 1-string and 2-string have opposite riggings, maximal within Brillouin zone for heptagon.
Algebraic Bethe Ansatz
We proceed to derive an explicit form of BA eigenstates for the qubit H 33 0 , using techniques of algebraic BA [16] - [17] . The main tool there is the monodromy matrix M(λ), which is a λ-dependent operator acting in the space H ⊗ V , with V ∼ = C 2 usually referred to as "the auxiliary space". It is defined as the product
of Lax operators L j (λ) along the heptagon (j ∈7). The Lax operator, written as a matrix in the auxiliary space V , has the form
are operators in H, with s z j , s ± j being the spin operators for the node j ∈7, and I -the identity operator in H. Nowadays, it is a simple calculational matter to evaluate explicitely the monodromy matrix in a computer, and to present the result in the form
where A(λ), B(λ), C(λ), D(λ) are explicitely known operator-valued functions of the spectral paremeter λ. Clearly, the Lax operators (56) are local, i.e. they act effectively only in the space C 2 j for the j-th node, whereas elements A, B, C, D of the monodromy matrix (57) are global. In the following, we exploit the property that the operator B(λ), when acting on the vacuum state | + . . . + = |0 , creates the one-deviation state characterized by the spectral parameter λ, or the corresponding pseudomomentum p (cf. Eq. (15)). More generally, B(λ)B(µ)B(ν)|0 is an (unnormalized) state in the sector H 3 , characterized by the collection {λ, µ, ν} of spectral parameters (the latter should be distinct pairwise). We use this method for construction of BA eigenstates for the qubit H 33 0 , specified by collections of spectral parameters, determined in the previous section.
A three-magnon state, characterized by arbitrary values of the collection {λ, µ, ν} of spectral parameters (finite, C-valued, pairwise distinct, different from ±i/2) can be written as
where B(λ), B(µ), B(ν) in (58) ä , representing the corresponding homomorphisms from H r−1 to H r (all the other blocks of B(λ) are either zeros, or outside the equator, and thus irrelevant for our purposes). In accordance with definitions (54) -(57), a matrix element of the block B r,r−1 is either zero, or a monomial of degree N in three complex numbers, p, q, and i, where
are eigenvalues of diagonal elements of the (operator valued) Lax matrix (55) in the basis of magnetic configurations of the heptagon, whereas the factor i emerges from its non-diagonal elements. The well known fact of commutativity,
implies that the state |{λ, µ, ν} does not depend on the ordering of spectral parameters. Thus this state is a symmetric function of these parameters, even if the way of construction (58) clearly depends upon the order. In particular, the block B 10 (λ) has the form
which yields the state
5 × 35 matrix with elements
(the transform F V 3 is also unnormalized), we obtain a 5-component vector F V 3 |{λ, µ, ν} ∈ H 3 0 . Then, substituting appropriate numerical values of spectral parameters (40) in accordance with (33) - (35), we obtain the desired BA eigenstates. Let ρ 1 and ρ 2 be the density matrices, corresponding to the sets (33) and (34) of Bethe parameters. They are given by
and the asterisk * denoting the complex conjugation. It is worth to observe that the exact result (68) was otained by use of algebraic BA, together with a combinatoric analysis of roots of the polynom f (Eq. (20)), derived from "inverse BA". A good check of calculations is provided by the sum rule
where P 33 0 is the projector onto the qubit H 33 0 , given by Eq. (8) . Also,
so that BA eigenstates are mutually orthogonal.
The result (68) justifies a postiriori the subdivision (9) of the set V of wavelets into subsets V 1 and V 2 . A comparison with Eq. (8) and Fig. 2 points out that each element of each of these subsets enters the density matrices of Eq. (68) on equal footing: with the same occupation numbers (A and 6A for V 1 and V 2 , respectively), and the same hybridization parameters (real A, complex C, and complex B for internal hybridization within subset V 1 , the same for V 2 , respectively). It is worth to observe that the elements of the subset V 1 differ mutually by kinematics (distinct structures of islands of adjacent spin deviations) and dynamics (distinct structures of interaction channels -cf. Fig. 2 ). Their common feature is invariance with respect to the parity π (cf. Eqs. (10) and (11)), whereas the subset V 2 consists of two enantiomorphic elements.
Total occupation of the subset V 1 is 3A = 1/5, whereas that of V 2 is 12A = 4/5. The internal hybridization within the subset V 1 is also given by the real parameter A, so that there is no net probability current within this subset. Such a current exists both between the two elements of the subset V 2 , as well as between V 1 and V 2 , owing to the complex values of B and C. Clearly, currents corresponding to both BA eigenstates ρ 1 and ρ 2 have opposite signs.
We mention at the end that the arithmetic qubit considered here provides the simplest demonstration of the fact that strings of different length are distinguishable objects, i.e. the interchange if the 1-string with the 2-string produces a quantum state which is distinct from the initial one (cf. Eq. (35)). It can be contrasted with the two-magnon sector of the heptagon, where one encounters the rigged string configurations 
Now, the interchange of the two 1-strings in each of these states does not produce any distinct state: each of these states is invariant under parity or is selfenantiomorphic. It demonstrates that the 1-strings are indistinguishable entities.
Conclusions
We have examined the BA form of exact eigenfunctions of the heptagon within the XXX model for a specific case when an extra symmetry (outside spherical and translational) admits a degenarate eigenspace of Heisenberg Hamiltonian, with the same energy, quasimomentum and the total spin. This eigenspace realizes an arithmetic qubit at the centre of the Brillouin zone, such that each element of this qubit realizes a legitimate exact eigenstate of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian, but only some of them have the form prescribed by BA. Indeed, as we have shown, only two states of this arithmetic qubit have the desired BA form, and can thus be presented in terms of rigged string configurations.
We have determined explicitely Bethe parameters of the two BA eigenstates, using the so called "inverse BA", and derived the corresponding density matrices using algebraic BA. We have shown that the degeneracy of this arithmetic qubit has its origin in invariance with respect to the parity symmetry of the heptagonal ring. This invariance has a clear presentation within the picture of rigged string configurations: the action of the parity operator results there in the change of sign of rigging (i.e. quasimomentum) of each constituent string, and the exchange of the 2-string with the 1-string of one of BA eigenstates produces the second eigenstate.
